First Meeting in Argentina of the Education Group
Alliance for a Responsible, Plural and United World
Buenos Aires, December of 2000

Carried out during December 12th and 13th of 2000 in Buenos Aires the meeting gathered 30 people of different places of Argentina: educators of rural schools, urban-marginal schools, popular educators, students, musicians, plastic artists, union and social leaders, specialists and investigators in education, etc. In this meeting we have worked based on the different axes presented initially by the Project of writing of the “Notebook of Proposals on Education” for the Global Assembly of a Responsible World, Plural and Solidary and we have drafted some texts that were the base of the discussion documents to work during the International Meeting on Eduación to carry out in Buenos Aires in the month of June. 

Among the drafted texts you will find the following declaration: 

Education for the emancipation 
Four thousand millions human beings of the present exploded by the neoliberal colonialism, the two third parts of the humankind that earn as much as the 360 richer, we decide the right to the education, that is to say to breathe. That is to say to live.
The great human tree can be pulled up from the roots. Dead from the roots. 
We claim that the sap, the prodigious knowledge of society, continue to run by the human trunk, by the veins of all the cultures as the great encouraging frond of the fresh and the oxygen in the no-sphere. 
To the democratic possibilities of life a great colonial stage worthily is opposed. A social, economic deforestation, emotional of the most exploited regions of the world. And also of millions that in the crest of the richer societies, live in the streets. But mainly cultural deforestation. 
In Latin America there are no longer military dictatorships, the International Monetary Fund replaced them. The adjustment mechanisms of the international banking and their native partners on us - the new Indians of the humankind - go essentially to dry off the public and popular education. To toss its salt around the trunk of what is public, gratuitous and democratic. Towards the balances to pay the foreign debt. They are taking the humus of the people for the golf fields. 
What axe, scissor or invisible, short hand cuts the branches by where the sap that sustains life circulates, excluding millions that fall to earth without knowing how to claim for her? 
With education it is possible the future. There is no production, there is no freedom. 
The education is not neutral, it has not been. Two possible education models for the current model: education for markets or education for the emancipation of these new colonial chains. The globalization concentrates and the periphery expands. 
Us, four thousand millions Indians of the humankind and the impoverished of the rich side of the world, we sustain that education is a responsibility with ourselves and with the children of all, and with those that will come. 
We are different, we love the differences, we love everything that does our identity, at the same time that we love all the mankind. We want therefore to learn of the results of the science and the cultures with our teachers, institutional forms, budgets, educational policies. 
The IMF and the similar organisms say that they give us a hand. We want them to take them from above us. 
The inequality of this colonial late model drives to violence. The education for the emancipation is solidarity, it is production for a fairrer dialogue. It is an education of all, for all, for a lifetime, to create opportunities, to be integrated to this, the small planet of the Universe called Earth. 
The education is a vital component because, for a psico - physical - spiritual full growth. A daily practice for the dialogue and the hominization. 
The education for the emancipation, the freedom, the justice, is to reorder the world. It is to request the impossible thing as something possible. 
We don't look for confrontation. It is simply life that refuses to perish. 
We launch columns of smoke. 
The totalitarian culture says: education among the privileged is investment, among the Indians expense. The multiple thought of the four thousand millions say: we believe in a fairrer society, a fairrer relationship with nature. A hope. 
The column of smoke says: education to think, to feel and to act. It says, education is today the great metaphor of the world: illuminated windows for some few possessors, universe to light up for millions without anything. Information without formation; desires to catch the essence of the world without a roof where to be sheltered of the rain. 
We claim, as the liberating Latin Americans in the beginnings of the XIX century, a new communication order, a rights to madia technologies, to their democratic production, to our own cultural achievements. 
We don't like to speak of war, and however there is an economic war everywhere. Thousands of lives fall to the earth, every day, by the misery that the exploitation of the world condemns. 
The education for the emancipation is a trench of a war that people never declared. It was declared by the new colonial ships. There is nowhere to go back behind that trench. Behind that trench it is the past. 
The big social movements that struggle for the emancipator education will put in check the model of exploitation of the world. Because these mobilizations enable the word. The word that doesn't destroy the world that makes it. The gag is the shade of the word. We want that the word overcomes the state of war in which we live. The state of shade to which they want to reduce great part of the world, singular, national and cultural that doesn't enter in the monopolic light of the globalization. 
The failure of the public education is not solved with privatization (privation of public rights) but with its continuous popular democratization. Participation, articulation of networks. 
Directions. We insist in an education to transform. To modify the distribution of the wealth, to modify the opportunities, to create happiness of life from the beauty and to reach once again the right to life. 
The education as a place to dream, to believe, to live. 
The emancipation is a duty. 
In front of the philosophical selfishness insert in the nature of the capitalism, say that in nature the mother will breastfeed her son. An education for solidarity. 
An education for the justice in front of the injustice. 
An education of opportunities for the more, in front of the opportunism of the less. 
An education for the imagination against the common simplicity. 
An education for the beauty, in front of the gain as aesthetic model. 
An education of the emancipation happiness, in front of the idiotic happiness of the colonized. 
An education of the human will against the presumably necessity of the blind force. 
An education to form people that produce world and not only world consumers. 
An education for the Earth as place for all, in front of a desert next to a garden of corporations. 
An education for the sustainability confronting to the landfill that is becoming the world of the consumption model. 
The free fraternity of men in front of the pretendedly free market of goods. 
An education of the plural thought in front of the unique thought. 
An education for the utopia in front of the nonsense. 
To be born and to born oneself. 
An education for the action that allows us to change the reality, guided by a liberal, plural, diverse creative and deeply human thought. 
An education for the initiative. So that the poor of the world can write our history. To write the life and let us be happy with the deep happiness of those who build their path. 


